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Abstract: In this paper, the implementation of a robotic painting system using a sponge and the
watercolor painting technique is presented. A collection of tools for calibration and sponge support
operations was designed and built. A contour-filling algorithm was developed, which defines the
sponge positions and orientations in order to color the contour of a generic image. Finally, the
proposed robotic system was employed to realize a painting combining etching and watercolor
techniques. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first example of robotic painting that uses the
watercolor technique and a sponge as the painting media.

Keywords: robotic art; watercolor; sponge painting; etching; image processing

1. Introduction

At the present time, there is a growing interest in creating artworks using machines
and robotic systems, and the introduction of machine creativity and intelligence in art
fascinates both engineers and artists [1,2]. Robotic art is a niche sector of robotics, which
includes different types of performance such as theater, music, and painting. Robotic art
painting is a sector in which artists coexist with experts in robotics, computer vision, and
image processing. Robotic art projects can be seen as a new art sector in which art and
technology mix together and the exact representation of the world is not the main focus.

In recent years, technology has entered our lives more and more, and the use of robots
in art projects can be seen as the natural progression of this continuous increase of the
presence of technology in our daily lives. Robotic art should no longer be seen simply as an
exercise to see how robots can be moved freely or a test of robots’ abilities, but also as a novel
art sector with its syntax and artistic characteristics. Currently, several drawing machines
and robotic systems capable of producing artworks can be found in the present literature.
The majority of these systems adopt image-processing and non-photorealistic-rendering
techniques to introduce elements of creativity into the artistic process [3,4]. Furthermore,
most robotic machines capable of creating artworks are focused on drawing and brush
painting as artistic media. eDavid is a robotic system based on non-photorealistic rendering
techniques, which produces impressive artworks with dynamically generated strokes [5].
Paul the robot is an installation capable of producing sketches of people guided by visual
feedback with impressive results [6]. Further examples of artistically skilled machines
are given by the compliant robot able to draw dynamic graffiti strokes shown in [7] and
by the robot capable of creating full-color images with artistic paints in a human-like
manner described in [8]. In [9], non-photorealistic rendering algorithms were applied for
the realization of artworks with the watercolor technique using a robotic brush painting
system. In [10], the authors presented a Cartesian robot for painting artworks by interactive
segmentation of the areas to be painted and the interactive design of the orientation of the
brush strokes.
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Furthermore, in [11], the authors adopted a machine learning approach for realizing
brushstrokes as human artists, whereas in [12], a drawing robot, which can automatically
transfer a facial picture to a vivid portrait and then draw it on paper within two minutes
on average, was presented. More recently, in [13], a humanoid painting robot was shown,
which draws facial features extracted robustly using deep learning techniques. In [14], a fast
robotic pencil drawing system based on image evolution by means of a genetic algorithm
was illustrated. Finally, in [15], a system based on a collaborative robot that draws stylized
human face sketches interactively in front of human users by using generative-adversarial-
network-style transfer was presented.

There are also examples of painting and drawing on 3D surfaces, such as in [16], where
an impedance-controlled robot was used for drawing on arbitrary surfaces, and in [17],
where a visual pre-scanning of the drawing surface using an RGB-D camera was proposed
to improve the performance of the system. Moreover, in [18], a 3D drawing application
using closed-loop planning and online picked pens was presented.

In addition to brush painting and drawing, other artistic media have been investigated
in the context of robotic art. Interesting examples are the spray painting systems based on
a serial manipulator [19] or on an aerial mobile robot [20], the robotic system based on a
team of mobile robots equipped for painting [21], and the artistic robot capable of creating
artworks using the palette-knife technique proposed in [22]. Other applications of robotic
systems to art include light painting, performed with a robotic arm [23] or with an aerial
robot [24], as well as the stylized water-based clay sculpting realized with a robot with six
degrees of freedom in [25].

Elements of creativity in the creation process can be also acquired by means of the inter-
action between the painting machine and human artist. Examples are given by the human–
machine co-creation of artistic paintings presented in [26] and by the Skywork-daVinci,
a painting support system based on a human-in-the-loop mechanism [27]. Furthermore,
in [28], a flexible force-vision-based interface was employed to draw with a robotic arm
in telemanipulation, whereas the authors in [29] presented a system for drawing portraits
with a remote manipulator via the 5G network. Further examples of human–machine
interfaces for robotic drawing are given by the use of the eye-tracking technology, which is
applied to allow a user paint using the eye gaze only, as in [30,31].

In this paper, we present a robotic sponge and watercolor painting system based on
image-processing and contour-filling algorithms. To the best of our knowledge, this is
the first example of robotic painting that uses the watercolor technique and a sponge as
the painting media. In this work, we focused on filling continuous, irregular areas of a
processed digital image with uniform color through the use of a sponge. More in detail, an
input image was pre-processed before the execution of a custom-developed contour-filling
algorithm, with the main focus being to find the best position of the sponge imprint inside
the contour of a figure in order to color it.

In summary, the main contributions of this paper are the following: (a) the imple-
mentation of a robotic sponge and watercolor painting system; (b) the development of an
algorithm for the image processing and the contour filling of an image to be painted using
a brush with a pre-defined shape; (c) the experimental validation of the proposed method
with the realization of two artworks also using a robotic etching technique.

This work fits into the context of figurative art, which, in contrast to abstract art, refers
to artworks (paintings and sculptures) that are derived from real object sources. Within this
expressive set, there are situations in which, in order to represent the subject, the activity of
reproducing the contours is separated from the activity of filling in the backgrounds with
colors or grey-scale tints. For example, it is well known that, in the case of comic books,
the artist who is in charge of making the images of the panels (penciller) is different from
the artist who is later in charge of coloring the backgrounds (inker or colorist). Another
example is given by the engravings by Henry Fletcher (1710–1750). The artist realized
the contours of the subject by means of etching; in a second step, he colored the flower
petals [32].
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In this work, we present two artistic subjects as test cases: the “Palazzo della Civiltà
Italiana” and “Wings”. The former is a benchmark example to test the performance of the
contour-filling algorithm. The latter was realized with a combination of etching and the
watercolor technique. The etching was an intaglio printmaking process in which lines or
areas are incised using acid into a metal plate in order to hold the ink [33]. In this case,
the proposed algorithm was adopted to color an image for which the contours were first
obtained with the etching technique.

The paper is organized as follows: Section 2 describes the image-processing and
contour-filling algorithm. In Section 3, the watercolor technique, the experimental setup,
and the software implementation are illustrated, followed by a description of the calibration
process. The experimental results are shown in Section 4. Finally, the conclusions of the
paper are given in Section 5.

2. Theoretical Framework

As explained in the Introduction, the purpose of the research was to identify an
appropriate strategy to evenly fill an area of the canvas using a sponge as the painting tool.
The problem involved a complex solution since the layout of the sponge, unlike that of a
brush, can have a non-circular shape; in fact, often, the sponge has a rectangular design.
We call the algorithm that fulfills this task the contour-filling algorithm. The input of the
algorithm was an RGB image. The contour-filling algorithm was composed of four steps:

• Image preparation: The image was analyzed, and a color reduction was performed.
After that, the contours of the uniformly colored areas were carried out;

• Area division: This passage can be skipped according to the artist that uses the software
tool; if selected, it performs a Voronoi partition of the area to be painted. This possibil-
ity was introduced for two reasons: (1) in order to break up the excessive regularity of
a large background, which is usually not aesthetically pleasing; (2) to stop the painting
process in case the partial results are not as expected;

• Image erosion: The obtained contours were eroded in such a way to prevent the sponge
from painting beyond the area bounded by the edges;

• Contour-filling algorithm: This is the heart of the algorithm, where sponge positions
and orientations (poses) are defined.

2.1. Image Preparation

In this first step, the image to be reproduced was selected and saved in a proper format:
a matrix with dimensions height× length× 3. In this work, RGB images were considered,
as the one of Figure 1a. The number of colors of the image was reduced according to the
user-defined parameter ncolors, since the number of colors that the robot can manage was
limited. Furthermore, the mixing of multiple colors to obtain particular shades has not yet
been implemented. The resulting image was an RGB image, with pixel values px in the
range 0 ≤ px ≤ ncolors, as in Figure 1b.

During the whole process, only one color at a time was analyzed. The considered
color image was converted to a black and white image (addressed as L in the following),
and the obtained areas were labeled and converted into MATLAB polyshape objects for
computational reasons. The area of possible internal holes was considered negligible with
respect to the larger one, and for this reason, it was removed using a simple filter.

2.2. Area Division

The image can now be divided into smaller areas. This division was implemented
to break the whole robotic task into several sub-processes in order to carry out eventual
on-the-fly adjustments during the painting process. There are several ways to subdivide
an area. We discarded the simplest ones, which consisted of dividing the area into regular
subareas (such as squares), because graphic regularity, when perceived by the observer’s
eye, is seen as aesthetically poor.
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(a) (b)

Figure 1. Original image (a); image after reducing its number of colors (b).

The image was therefore divided by applying a Voronoi diagram to the considered
shape to paint. In the present work, the Euclidean distance and a 2D space were considered.
In usual terms, the Voronoi diagram resulted in a series of regions Rk in which every point
inside was closer to Pk, the center of the considered region k, than to the generic Pj. The
points Pj that define the Voronoi cells were random ones that fell inside the area to paint.

The area division was performed by superimposing the Voronoi cells lines on the
original image. In this way, the original image area was divided into smaller subareas.
Formally, V is the image matrix that represents the lines that define the Voronoi cells
(Vij = 0 at the pixel belonging to the lines; Vij = 1 elsewhere). L is the image matrix to
be divided (Lij = 1 at pixels of the area to paint; Lij = 0 elsewhere). The final image F is
defined by the logical and operator: F = and(V, L). An example of Voronoi area division is
shown in Figure 2, where, for the sake of clarity, each separated area is represented with a
different color.

Figure 2. Voronoi area division of the bigger contour of the image of Figure 1b.

2.2.1. Image Erosion

As described below, the algorithm for filling an area aimed at generating a sequence
of positions and orientations of the sponge (poses) in such a way that the envelope of all
sponge imprints covered the entire area to be painted without exiting excessively from
the area edges. To do this, some points were selected on the image where the center of
the sponge would be sequentially positioned during the painting process. To facilitate the
point selection, the area to be painted was divided into subsets of pixels through an erosion
process applied to the initial area, as shown in Figure 3. An example of a typical binary
erosion can be found in [34].

The original contours (referred to as Cj) of the colored areas inside the image F were
considered. The divided areas were eroded, and three regions were created:

• Am innermost area I (red in Figure 3a);
• An outermost area O (blue in Figure 3a);
• A median area M between the innermost and the outermost ones (green in Figure 3a).
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(a) (b) (c)

Figure 3. Example of image erosion. (a) Example of the eroded contour of a region and the definition
of the obtained areas. (b) Eroded image obtained without dividing the area. (c) Eroded image
obtained by dividing the area.

A lower point density was set in the innermost area than in the median area. Indeed, in
the innermost area, all points were valid positions for the sponge, since its imprint always
fell inside the contour Cj, whatever the sponge orientation was. On the other side, in the
median area, a higher density of points was necessary to better follow the small details of
the contour by properly defining the sponge orientation. Finally, in the outermost area,
no points were placed because the sponge imprint in this area would surely fall out of the
contour to paint. The acceptable distance of going beyond the contour was a user-defined
percentage of the sponge area (e.g., 5%). This parameter also influenced the amount of
erosion computed by the algorithm.

2.2.2. Contour-Filling Algorithm

The contour-filling algorithm was the core of the proposed strategy for robotic sponge
and watercolor painting. In the following, it is established how the sponge positions were
selected and how they were considered valid or not.

There are two possible approaches the user can choose to define the center sponge
points pi: random or based on a grid. For each generated point pi, the algorithm evaluates
if it falls inside the contour to paint. Let us define α as the angular orientation of the
sponge with respect to the horizontal axis (see Figure 4a). Inside the innermost area I,
for every value of α, the sponge imprint completely belongs to the area to be painted
(∀pi ∈ I and ∀α⇒ B ⊆ I, where B is the sponge imprint); therefore, a random value α was
assigned to the points belonging to I.

(a)

pi
pj

αj
αi

(b)

Figure 4. Variables introduced in the algorithm (a); sponge rotation in the dragging technique (b).

No points were placed in the outermost area O since ∀pi ∈ O and ∀α ⇒ B 6⊆ I.
However, there could be a rare situation in which the sponge imprint corresponding to a
particular point would fall within the area to be painted, for a particular value of α. This
could happen because image erosion is a coarse way to define the positions of the points.
However, this strategy has the merit of speeding up the algorithm.
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In the median region M, the sponge is rotated by an angle α to define the best orien-
tation that makes the sponge imprint fall as much as possible inside the contour to paint.
This can be seen in Figure 4a, where the area to be minimized is the red one (area di f f ).
To better follow the contour, a series of points were also placed on the line C that divides
the outermost and the median regions. These points were chosen among the ones that
define the contour vertices: if two consecutive vertices pi and pj are too far apart, a series
of intermediate points pk are automatically added.

To find the best angular rotation of the sponge (or the brush) in every defined point,
the algorithm flowchart shown in Figure 5 is provided. The variables and parameters used
in the flowchart are illustrated in Figure 4a. Their definitions are the following:

• centroidB: coordinates of the sponge centroid;
• pi: point in which the sponge is placed. There are 3 possibilities:

– pi ∈ I;
– pi ∈ M;
– pi ∈ C;

• α: angle of rotation of the sponge around its centroid;
• contour to color: contour yet to be colored;
• ang incr: angular increment used in the for cycle;
• contour: external contour to color;
• area diff : area of the sponge imprint that falls outside the contour to color; this is the

variable to minimize;
• % sponge out: maximum user-defined percentage of the sponge size accepted to be

outside of the contour to color;
• contour diff : area where the already painted contour and the rotated sponge overlap.

As can be seen in Figure 5, if pi ∈ M ∨ pi ∈ C, the sponge is at first rotated clockwise
and then counterclockwise. It was also evaluated if it fell sufficiently inside the image
contour. If there was a valid position, the one that paints most of the yet-to-be-colored area
was saved. In Figure 6, an example of a sequence of sponge positions resulting from the
processing of Figure 2 with the proposed algorithm is provided.

Once the sequence of sponge positions is defined, two different painting technique
can be selected:

• Dabbing technique: The sponge is moved between positions pi on the canvas by raising
the sponge in the passage between points. This technique does not require particular
care since the sponge positions are already defined;

• Dragging technique: The sponge is moved between positions pi on the canvas without
being raised. This technique is more complex to simulate. Considering two defined
points, pi and pj, if

∥∥(pj − pi)
∥∥ > dmax, with dmax a user-defined maximum distance,

a series of n intermediate points pk that connect pi and pj are created. In these
intermediate points pk, the sponge imprint has to be verified; if it falls outside the
area to paint, the sponge is raised. Furthermore, during the movement through
the intermediate points pk, the sponge is smoothly rotated between the rotation
configuration of pi and pj (the sequence of consecutive poses is interpolated). If
the starting angular position is αi and the ending one is αj, the intermediate points’
angular positions are αk = (alphaj − αi)/n. It was also evaluated if the rotation
was convenient to be clockwise or counterclockwise, with the goal of maximizing
the coloring contribution to the area yet to be painted (Figure 4b). This process
substantially corresponds to the addition of several poses to the original ones.
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Figure 5. Flowchart of the algorithm for the definition of sponge angular rotation.

Figure 6. Sequence of sponge positions for the image of Figure 2.

3. Materials and Methods

In this section, we first briefly recall the watercolor painting technique. Then, the
robotic system used in the experimental tests and the calibration operations needed for
sponge painting are described.

3.1. Watercolor Painting

In the watercolor painting technique, ground pigments are suspended in a solution of
water, binder, and surfactant [35]. This technique exhibits textures and patterns that show
the movements of the water on the canvas during the painting process. The main uses
have been on detailed pen-and-ink or pencil illustrations. Great artists of the past such as
J. M. W. Turner (1775–1851), John Constable (1776–1837), and David Cox (1783–1859) began
to investigate this technique and the unpredictable interactions of colors with the canvas,
which produce effects such as dry-brush, edge darkening, back runs, and glazing. In more
recent years, authors, such as Curtis et al. [36], Lum et al. [37], and Van Laerhoven et al. [38],
have investigated the properties of watercolor to create digital images by simulating the
interactions between pigment and water.

Great importance in this technique is given to the specific paper and pigment used:
the canvas should be made of linen or cotton rags pounded into small fibers, and the
pigment should be formed by small separate particles ground in a milling process. In the
tests performed in the present work, the Fabriano Rosaspina paper was adopted. This is
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an engraving paper made of cotton fibers and characterized by a high density per square
meter. Color pigments in tube format specifically made for watercolor were used as well.

This complex and unpredictable painting technique combined with the use of a sponge
as the painting media is challenging. In fact, a trial and error process to fine-tune the system
was necessary to find the perfect ratio between color and water and the best compression
of the sponge during the releasing of color on the canvas.

3.2. Robotic Painting System

The painting system was built on a KUKA LBR iiwa 14 R820 robotic platform, shown
in Figure 7a. This 7-axis robot arm offers a payload of 14 kg and a reach of 820 mm. The
repeatability of the KUKA LBR iiwa 14 R820 robot is ±0.1 mm [39]. The manipulator was
equipped with a Media flange Touch electrical, a universal interface that enables the user
to connect electrical components to the robot flange (Figure 7b). The flange position is
described by its tool center point, which is user defined and can be personalized depending
on the tool attached to the robot flange.

In order to equip the robot for sponge painting, three components were designed
(Figure 8): a connector, a calibration tip, and a sponge support. These components were
fabricated using an Ultimaker 2+ Extended 3D printer. The connector was fixed to the robot
flange with four screws. The calibration tip and the sponge support can be easily interfaced
with the connector thanks to a pair of magnets with a 4 mm diameter, which were inserted
into the printed material. The sponge used for painting was a make-up sponge (20 × 4 cm)
with a piece of fabric glued on its top (Figure 8e). The size of the sponge was chosen
empirically. However, the algorithm works with any size and section of sponge, but the
larger the sponge, the less details can be painted and the less time it takes for the robot to
paint. The piece of fabric on the tool was used to improve the dosage of water: the sponge
works as an absorber, and the piece of fabric reduces the quantity of water that is deposited
on the canvas. The main problems are related to the great variability given by the sponge
behavior, by the color that can be less or more diluted, but also by the canvas paper that,
after some time, becomes soaked by the water contained in the pigment solution.

The KUKA LBR iiwa was programmed in the Java environment, and the Sunrise
Workbench application by KUKA was used to develop the applications needed to control
the robot and set the software parameters. The image-processing and contour-filling
algorithms (described in Section 2) were developed in MATLAB. To facilitate the software
interface, a user-friendly MATLAB app was developed, which allows the user to set the
parameters for the non-photorealistic rendering techniques, as well as to calibrate the
painting setup and send commands to the manipulator (Figure 9).

A client–server socket communication based on the TCP protocol was implemented
to establish the communication between the MATLAB app and the Java program loaded
on the robot, which interprets the MATLAB commands sent by the user. In this manner,
the coordinates of the points resulting from the image processing can be fed to the robot
controller and executed by the manipulator. The motion of the robot was planned using
a trapezoidal speed profile for each couple of subsequent points. The painting operation
was performed by limiting the joint speed of the manipulator to 30% of its maximum value,
since abrupt movements of the sponge could damage the paper, especially during dragging.

3.3. Calibration

The robotic sponge painting required a calibration of the painting surface, as well
as a calibration of the height of the sponge during color discharge. The canvas surface
was calibrated using a procedure similar to the one implemented in [9,22]. More in detail,
the robot equipped with the calibration tip was manually moved in contact with the
canvas surface in five calibration points, as shown in Figure 10. The z position of the robot
tool on each of these points was acquired using the MATLAB app. Actually, only three
points could be sufficient, but a higher number was considered to improve accuracy. The
interpolating plane was then generated starting from the five calibration coordinates and
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used to define the corresponding z coordinate for each (x, y) planar position generated by
the image-processing algorithm.

(a) (b)

Figure 7. KUKA LBR iiwa 14 R820 manipulator (a); Media flange Touch electrical (b).

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e)

Figure 8. The 3D-printed parts for robotic sponge painting: connector (a); calibration tip (b); sponge
support (c–e).

A calibration of the sponge height during color discharge was also needed to adjust
the sponge compression during painting and, therefore, the quantity of color released. This
operation was performed with a trial-and-error approach, since in this work, force control
was not implemented on the robot. Figure 11 shows a scheme of the sponge discharge and
some examples of sponge imprints for different heights. As can be seen from the figure,
a compromise between a complete sponge imprint and a good amount of released water
was needed. Indeed, if too much water were released on the canvas, the wet paper would
produce ripples and undulations that would affect the quality of the results.
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(a) (b)

Figure 9. MATLAB app: image-processing section (a); robot-control section (b).

Figure 10. Calibration points on the painting canvas.

(a) (b)

Figure 11. Sponge discharge scheme (a); examples of sponge imprints for different heights (b).

4. Experimental Results and Discussion

In order to provide a validation of the algorithm presented in Section 2, we set up an
experimental campaign using two artistic subjects as test cases. The first was the “Palazzo
della Civiltà Italiana”, a monument by architects Guerrini, La Padula, and Romano and
located in Rome (1938). It was chosen for its regular geometric shape and high contrast.
The second artwork was “Wings”, which was exposed at the Arte Fiera public exhibition
in Padova, Italy, in 2021. In the following, we report the results of the pre-processing and
painting of the two subjects together with a brief discussion of the results.

4.1. The “Palazzo Della Civiltà Italiana”

The original image used for the processing of this subject is shown in Figure 12. To
paint it, we used the dabbing technique and the tool shown in Figure 8e. The results
obtained with this subject are shown in Figure 13, where the figures on the left show the
simulated painting and those on the right show the real painting. The overlapping between
the windows and the wall area was due to the tolerance set on the sponge area, which can
exit the contour to color (see Figure 13a), as previously explained.
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(a) (b)

Figure 12. Palazzo della Civiltà Italiana in Eur District in Rome, Italy. Source: [40]. (a) Original image.
(b) Image used in the proposed algorithm: the original one was cropped, and the top inscription
was removed.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 13. Processing of the “Palazzo della Civiltà Italiana”: in (a) the planned poses of the sponge
on the canvas; in (b), a detailed view of some poses on the real painting; in (c), the simulated painting;
in (d), the experimental result (dimensions: 35 × 35 cm.)

There were still some creases caused by the water content in the pigment solution,
which tended to accumulate inside them, but this problem can hardly be mitigated because
water naturally soaks the canvas. The texture of the wall was still visible in some areas, but
with a reduced entity. Some areas, for example the one between some windows, were not
painted, since the points generated by the algorithm did not satisfy the constraints on the
percentage of brush area exceeding the contour. This is visible in Figure 13a,b.

The variation of the intensity in the experimental results (as in Figure 13b,d) was
due to the excess of water on the canvas and to the wet paper wrinkles. To eliminate the
unwanted color variations, the amount of water adsorbed by the sponge and the dipping
height should be reduced, and the robot should be moved more slowly during dipping
and color releasing.
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4.2. “Wings”

This work was obtained using two different technique: etching and sponge-based
watercolor. The first technique was used to obtain the contours of the image (shown in
Figure 14) and the second one to color it. The original image was initially processed by
an algorithm that created a series of strokes representing the image contours and some
internal traits with the intent to give the final work a more artistic look. These strokes were
reproduced using the etching technique, in which lines are incised using acid on a metal
plate. The engraved lines would then keep the ink inside them for printing.

Figure 14. Original image for “Wings”. Source: [41].

The full process is shown in Figure 15. The metal plate was not directly incised:
its surface was covered with an acid-protecting substance, in this case wax, which was
effectively incised by an UR10 robot equipped with a burin. The metal plate was then
immersed in an acid solution, i.e., copper sulfate, that corroded only the areas not protected
by the wax. Then, the wax was removed, and after covering the incised metal plate with a
specific ink that penetrates only at the incised strokes, the plate was pressed on a sheet of
paper. Consequently, the ink, which was present mainly in the incisions, was transposed
on the canvas. However, it is possible to obtain a sufficiently clean background in the final
painting depending on how much ink is removed from the metal plate. This process can be
repeated a limited number of times, since the incisions deteriorate over time.

After the contours of the image were obtained with the etching technique, the image
was colored with the previously described sponge-based dabbing technique. The original
image was initially split into three images by setting three threshold values. This process
converted the original image into black and white format and set the pixels with an intensity
lower than the considered threshold to black and those with a higher intensity to white. In
order to selectively filter out the details, the image contours were then blurred using lens
and Gaussian blur filters. The three obtained images are reported in Figure 16, arranged in
order to match the orientation of the canvas with respect to the robot base. By using these
filters, there were some areas on different threshold images that overlapped; this would
result in an overlapping of the final colors; however, we considered this an artistic effect.

In this work, tea was used as the pigment; in order to have a more intense color, a
concentrated infusion was prepared. The goal of this work was to color the internal contour
of the previously produced artwork; a monochromatic coloring was selected in order to
avoid defining precise color regions, but rather to produce some shades that enrich the
original painting. In this case, a sponge was used with a 10 × 4 mm imprint, half of the
previous ones; this was necessary because the details of this image are smaller than the
previous. By using the original sponge, large regions of the image contour would have
failed to be colored.

The simulations of the coloring of the three different threshold images are reported in
Figure 17. From the figure, it is possible to note that the threshold images overlapped due
to the filtering applied during the algorithm execution.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 15. Phases of the etching for “Wings”. (a) Result obtained after the incision of the wax. (b) Ink
cover of the metal plate. (c) Pressing of the metal plate onto a canvas. (d) Result of the etching
technique (dimensions: 24 × 30 cm).

(a) (b)

(c)

Figure 16. Threshold images used in the algorithm for “Wings“. (a) First threshold image. (b) Second
threshold image. (c) Third threshold image.

The final result is presented in Figure 18a. The color was reapplied to the sponge every
25 points passed on the canvas. However, the number of dots that can be painted well with
one dip of the sponge is defined by the user and depends on many variables, such as the
viscosity of the color, the size of the sponge, the dipping height, and the level of liquid in
the container. From the results, it appears that the performance of the algorithm was quite
good, since the color was always within the contours obtained with the etching technique.
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This was also granted by the calibration process. In fact, during the pre-incision calibration,
only three calibration points were used: the darker crosses visible in the three corners of the
final painting. In the algorithm used for this work piece, we used five calibration points;
for this reason, two calibration points (the lighter crosses in the lower left corner and in
the center) were added to the three initial ones. By having the same calibration points as a
reference, the canvas was correctly positioned with respect to the robot base (the canvas
was fixed at the same height of the robot base and at a distance of 60 cm from the robot
base reference frame).

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 17. Simulated results for “Wings”. (a) First threshold image simulation. (b) Second threshold
image simulation. (c) Third threshold image simulation. (d) Final image simulation.

(a) (b)

Figure 18. Final results for “Wings”. (a) First artwork. (b) Second artwork, with more diluted colors
than in the first one.

The different color intensities were obtained by adding multiple passes over the same
area; the first threshold image contours were colored with two color passes; the second one
was obtained with one color pass and the third with two color passes. The overlap of the
different areas was visible because of the stronger color intensities in these overlapping
areas; the edge darkening effects were clearly visible as well.

A second test with the same settings was carried out and is shown in Figure 18b;
this time, the pigment solution was slightly more diluted. The first and third threshold
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layers were obtained with three color passes and the second with two; the result was more
uniform, and the edge darkening effects were mitigated.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, the implementation of a robotic system using a sponge tool and the wa-
tercolor painting technique was presented. A collection of tools for calibration operations
and sponge support were designed and realized. A contour-filling algorithm was devel-
oped, which defines the sponge positions and orientations in order to color the contours of
a generic image. The system was also employed to realize artworks combining etching and
watercolor techniques.

The results of this work highlighted the challenges that arise in the robotic sponge
and watercolor painting. First of all, defining a sequence of positions and rotations of
the sponge to paint the contours of an image requires the definition of an appropriate
strategy that has to consider the shape of the available sponge, as well as the desired detail
level. Furthermore, a proper calibration is needed for both the painting surface and the
sponge height during color discharge. The quantity of water adsorbed by the sponge
and released on paper is indeed fundamental to avoid ripples and undulations of the wet
paper, which produced a variation of intensity in the experimental results. Care should be
also taken when adopting the dragging technique, since abrupt movements of the sponge
could damage the paper. On the other hand, the dabbing technique does not require
particular care, since the sponge is raised by the robot in the passage between each couple
of points. However, this approach is more time consuming and does not take advantage of
the previous position of the sponge on the canvas.

Future works will include the improvement of the contour-filling algorithm and the
optimization of the sponge placements to prevent repeated application of paint at the same
location and to ensure a better coverage of the area to be painted without putting too
much water on the paper. The sponge shape will be also optimized with respect to the size
of the details to be painted, and alternative strategies for the coverage of an area will be
performed in future developments of this work.

In future developments of this work, we will also consider objective criteria and quan-
titative metrics to evaluate the results of the study according to subjective data. Objective
criteria could be, for example, the painting rate of the picture, the amount of painted area
outside the borders of the picture, the number of points applied by the sponge, and the
amount of overlapped sponge imprints. However, it has to be noted that these criteria
are useful from a scientific point of view, but not from an artistic point of view, since the
appreciation of an artwork is subjective and personal.

Furthermore, visual feedback will be implemented to allow the robot to identify
uncolored areas or defects of the painting operation. Finally, force control will be introduced
to ensure a better uniformity of the color deposition, and a suction table will be adopted to
keep the paper flat, avoiding ripples and undulations produced by the wet paper.
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